CT Academic Services education fair Mar 18

MIRI: In lieu of STPM and SPM school leavers collecting their official results on March 18 and 21, CT Academic Services will be holding an education fair on March 21 at Imperial Palace Hotel, from 2pm-6pm.

Admission is free. Parents and students are welcome to visit the fair to enquire on tuition fees, scholarships available, university courses and career possibilities. Early bird registrations and tuition fees waivers are also available from some participating universities.

Participating tertiary institutions will include Curtin University, Swinburne University of Technology, Taylor’s College and Taylor’s University, UCSI University, Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovation, INTI International University, The One Academy of Communication Design, Nilai University, Segi College Sarawak, IBS College and The Kilmore International School.

There will also be official representatives from the United Kingdom and New Zealand for parents and students to ask about studies in these countries.

The UK booth will guide students and parents on A Level colleges, boarding schools and universities in the UK.

Among the popular UK institutions are Cambridge Tutors College for its impressive A Level track record, Abbey College, University of St Andrews for its International Foundation in Medicine pathway with guaranteed seats at University of St Andrews and University of Manchester, and International Study Centres Foundation programmes.

The NZ booth will have brochures and information from University of Auckland, University of Otago, University of Canterbury, Massey University, ACG College, Taylors College, etc. Free consultation on student visa application, application and enrolment process will be given.

Curtin University has extended their Foundation Studies March intake to April 5 to accommodate students who wish to use their actual SPM/STPM result to apply for entry. Curtin University offers Foundation Studies in Engineering & Science for entry into their undergraduate engineering programmes (Chemical, Mechanical, Civil and Construction, Computer Systems, Electrical Power, Electronic and Communication stream), Applied Geology and Computer Systems and Networking.

Curtin also offers another commerce stream - Foundation Studies in Commerce & Arts - for entry into their double major commerce degrees such as Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management, Public Relations, Banking, Entrepreneurship and Tourism, Hospitality & Event Management.

Swinburne University of Technology Sarawak Campus has been providing high quality education relevant to the real world of industry and business for the past 12 years. It is one of the only eight elite universities in Malaysia that has been awarded self-accrediting status by the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA). This gives full recognition of the university’s courses in engineering, science, commerce and design. The next intake for its Foundation programmes is April 15, and SPM leavers who apply at the fair will be given an application fee waiver.

Acknowledged as the biggest independent centre for pre-university course, Taylor’s College currently runs Cambridge A Levels, South Australian Matriculation (SAM), Canadian Pre-University (CPU) and International Baccalaureate Diploma Program in partnership with top universities in the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia. Students with SPM and STPM results can also opt for their Foundation and degree programmes offered by Taylor’s University. Taylor’s is currently offering Study Bumiputera Grants and also scholarships to students with good results. Courses range from American Degree Transfer Program, Law, Design, Built Environment, Quantity Surveying, Biomedical, Medicine, Pharmacy, Food Science & Nutrition, Business, Computing, Engineering to arts degrees such as Mass Communication, Hospitality, Tourism and Culinary Arts.

Students who apply for Foundation, Diploma, ADP and Degree at the fair will receive an early bird waiver of RM200. Nilai University’s 105-acre award winning campus is dedicated to a sole mission - to bring out the best in students. Strategically located in the township of Putra Nilai, the campus is a short 35-minute drive from Kuala Lumpur City Centre and 20 minutes from the Kuala Lumpur International Airport.

Nilai University is extremely popular with its 2-year duration of Diploma in Aircraft Maintenance Engineering programme. Recently, Nilai University launched the Advanced Diploma in Aircraft Maintenance Engineering in partnership with Kingston University, UK, which is a one-year top up programme. According to the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA) specifications, one year of post diploma entitles students to an Advanced Diploma. But in the UK context, it is an Honours degree. SEGi College Sarawak is located in Kuching and offers courses such as pre-university (A Level and Foundation), Law, Hospitality, Nursing and Medical Laboratory Technology, Early Childhood Education, Computer Studies, Business, Design and Mass Communication. SEgi offers Bumiputera education loan, PTPTN, EPF withdrawal, scholarship and 0% instalment payment scheme.

IBS College is a popular choice...

Recently, IBS College have also partnered with UCSI University, KL to bring in Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Accounting & Finance and Bachelor of Arts (Business Administration).

Innovative learning, global exposure and personal development are all part of the education process at an INTI institution.

In INTI campus, there is an international faculty of lecturers to ensure academic excellence, interactions with students from over 70 countries, opportunities to pursue higher education through the scholarships available such as INTI-Laureate Merit Award, INTI X-Cellence Scholarship, INTI Sports Excellent Award, Chairman Award for Bumiputera students (30 per cent tuition fee waiver) and Edu-Assist for family income below RM5,000 in the form of tuition fee waivers.

INTI offers Pre-University, Accounting & Business, Computing & Information Technology, Hospitality, Health Sciences & Medical Sciences, Engineering, Mass Communication, Law, American Degree Transfer Program, Biotechnology & Life Sciences and Art & Design.

Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovation (APU) is renowned in Malaysia as one of the best computing universities, with numerous prizes and awards. It also has a long standing partnership with University of Staffordshire for all its undergraduate programmes. It also offers Foundation programs to SPM students.

Built on the principles of audacity, perseverance, integrity and excellence, UCSI University is a leading institution of higher learning with campuses in Kuala Lumpur, Terengganu and Sarawak.

Their faculties, equipped with state-of-the-art facilities to meet student needs offer a wide spectrum of academic programmes, ranging from Medicine, Pharmacy, Nursing, Engineering and Architecture to Music, Multimedia, Education, Liberal Arts and Hospitality.

The One Academy's creative education and industry-driven teaching methods have produced extraordinary graduates with professional standards for the international creative industry.


The Kilmore International School (TKIS) is modelled on international schools overseas.

It was established in 1990, not so much to fill an 'education gap' within the region to the north of Melbourne, but to provide a very different education experience for both local and international students who wished to study in a truly international environment.

Today, TKIS is one of the most successful IB world schools in the southern hemisphere and the success of their graduates, both locally and globally, makes them all enormously proud.

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma is a two year (Years 11 & 12) alternative university entrance qualification which is recognised by more than 600 institutions in 70 countries including Australia, UK, USA and Canada, with significant course credits/exemptions in many cases. All IB Diploma candidates are required to engage in the study of Languages, Sciences, Mathematics and Humanities.

Parents and students are welcome to meet all these institutions and CT Academic Services at Imperial Palace Hotel on March 21 from 2pm-6pm. For further enquiries, contact CT Academic Services at 085-438830 or Crystal 013-8307830 or Ing Hui at 012-8992866.